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MAGNETIC SCATTERING AMD POLARIZED NEURONS

ABSTRACT

The last few yean haw witnessed considerable progress
in Che use of polarized neutron beam techniques for the study
of condensed setter physics. Among the methods actively
pursued at present are neutron spin echo as pioneered by Mezei
for ultra high resolution and the energy integrated magnetic
scattering measurement technique developed by Brown and
Ziebeck. Me have concentrated on * sjedlusi resolution range
utilizing 5 to 100 seV polarized neutrons. In this review we
discuss recent work at Brookhaven on the development of the
triple axis neutron scattering technique With polarization
anal/sis. He have now reached the stage where quantitative
characterization, in absolute units, can be done for a wide
range of energy and momentum transfers In paramagnetic
scattering. We will discuss some examples of recent inelastic
measurements on 3d fcrroasgnets as well as diffraction studies
of mulcibilayer thin film structures.

INTRODUCTION

The polarized beam technique has been widely utilized for
the study of spin density distributions in ferroaagnets,
following the pioneering work of Shull and Nathans tn the
1950's. This technique requires only a double axis
configuration, without analyzer, and the aagnetic scattering
length p is scaled to the nuclear length b by the flipping
ratio R:

* (b - pV . (1)

For this purpose the flipper F (see Fig. 1) is placed between
the aonochroaator M and the sample S. Then in 1969, the
classic paper by Moon, Riste and Koehler appeared which
advocated the use of polarization analysis after __
scattering. In particular, when a magnetic fle^d H is
applied parallel (HF) to the scattering vector Q, then all
magnetic scattering is spin-flip. In the configuration shown
in Fig. 1, this scattering appears in the flipper ON channel.

This flipper ON channel also contains the nuclear spin
incoherent scattering (NSI) and all of the background. The
straightforward way to eliminate these unwanted components and
to obtain the aagnetic scattering Intensity % is to take
the difference between the intensity I for HF and that for a
vertical field fVF), both with flipper ON (see Table 1):



I <HF - V?) « IM/2. (2)

This la the method used extensively by Ziebeck, Brown and
their collaborators4 In * series of pioneering studies of
magnetic scattering from 3d metals and compounds. They used,
intentionally, very broad energy resolution so that the
analyzer essentially Integrates over u giving S{Q) directly.
The aeasured Intensities were put on an absolute scale by
comparison virh powder Intensities. Among the magnetic
materials which have been studied are Ft, Hi, and MnSi.

Racers work!4 »b at Brookhaven has focused on the
development of a polarized beam spectrometer with sufficient
energy resolution to give direct information about S(Q,u). So
far we have centered our effort In the neutron c.ergy range
between 13 and 130 meV, with Heusler aonochronator and
analyzers. For future experiments at lower neutron energies,
an extensive effort has been made to develop multilayer
polarizers'.

The use of a Drabkin* energy-dependent flipper in
conjunction with polarizing supemirrors or multilayers makes
It possible to decouple beam angular divergence from the
energy resolution. Such a flipper has now been built and
successfully tested at Brookhaven and is expected to be used
routinely In the near future.

So far we have concerned ourselves with the use of
polarized neutrons for studies of spin dependent cross
sections. However, in 1972 Mezel invented a novel
application of a polarized beaa, namely, neutron spin echo.
This gives an extremely high energy resolution by measuring
changes in the modulation of the neutron beam polarization
caused by inelastic scattering. So polarized beaas can be
used to perform spin dependent measurements as well as to
obtain ultrahigh resolution in non-magnetic inelastic
scattering.

II. POLARIZATION ANALYSIS

Fig. 1 depicts our standard triple axis spectrometer
converted into one utilizing polarized Incident beams as well
as polarization analysis. This work was carried out as part
of the U.S. Japan collaboration on neutron scattering and a
few key components, such as the Sm-Co permanent magnets for
the analyzer, were supplied by the Japanese collaborators5.
Large Heusler crystals, in the (111) transmission geometry,
were kindly provided by the Instltut Laue-Langevln . Among
the many technical problems to be solved Is the production of
polarized neutron beams with adequate Intensity. In fact,



this Is eh* principal reason why th« powerful techniques of
polarization analysis has not yet realised Its full
potential. For energy range between 13 and 60 meV, we are now
down about a factor of 20 in intensity using a fully polarized
configuration as compared with our focused pyrolytlc graphite
triple axis instrument. This has allowed us to study several
Interesting flagnetlc systems.

Fig. 2 shows one of our earlier studies on spin waves in
•olid oxygen . The spla-fllp scattering 1« nainly of
aagnetic origin and characteristic of antlferroaagnetlc spin
waves, in their powder averaged configuration. The
non-spln-fllp scattering is mainly nuclear consisting of Bragg
peaks and phonons. The next example we chose is the recent
study of paramagnetic scattering in pure Fe u . Fig. 3(b)
demonstrates again the clear separation of magnetic (ON) and
nuclear (OFF) cross sections. Fig. 3(c> shows the
"difference" data given by Eq.(2), where a aagnetic field of
20 Oe was applied parallel and perpendicular to the scattering
vector to separate out the magnetic scattering, thereby
eliminating the background subtraction problem. This type of
measurement sheds light1 on the puzzle of propagating spin
waves above Tc.

Encouraged by these successes we have very recently
investigated the weak magnetic scattering from yTtt at
1200K. The results shown in Fig. 4 confirm the ferromagnetic
correlations reported in recent publications . In addition,
our study has provided direct information on the scattering
function S(Q,<«0 and the unusual Q-dependence of the diffusive
line widths There are now a large number of interesting
aagnetic materials which appear within the technical
capability of our spectrometer; these include heavy feralon
super conductors, UPtj and UBe^, and weak ferromagnets such
as NnSl and N13A1.

So far we have given examples of "bulk" magnetic
scattering. There la the new and exciting area of study of
layered magnets.

III. POLARIZED NEUTRON DIFFRACTION FROM
THIN FILM MtfLTIBILAYERS

Considerable theoretical and experimental efforts to
understand the electronic and magnetic structures of surfaces
and interfaces have been undertaken in recent years13' .
Nevertheless, theories describing such fundamental physical
phenomena as the critical behavior at the surface or Interface
of a ferromagnet l ~l have remained largely untested although



a number of measurements of the magnetization at an interface
in thin film multlbllayer structures by polarized neutron
diffraction have been reviewed by Endeh.

Polarized neutron scattering is a powerful technique for
studying such problems. As an example, we will discuss the
investigation of an Fe-Ge thin film nultibllayer structure2 .
The multilayers were prepared by radio frequency sputter
deposition of alternating thin films of Fe and Ce onto a glass
substrate. X-ray diffraction scans with the sc&tterlng vector

Q parallel and then perpendicular to the plane of the
substrate reveal that the Ce films are amorphous while the Fe
films are "textured", that is an Fe film is made up of
mlcrocrystallites each with a [lio] direction normal to the
plane of the substrate but with orthogonal directions in the
plane randomly rotated about the normal [ UOj axis. The
dimension of an Fe mlcrocrystalllte parallel to the plane of
the substrate is of the order of lOGft. A rocking curve at a
fixed scattering angle corresponding to the Fed 10) atomic
plane spacing shows that the [110J directions normal to the
plane of the substrate have an angular distribution with a
full width at half maximum of several degrees* Thus, a

diffraction scan as a function of JQJ and with the direction

of Q perpendicular to the substrate plane shows structure not
only at low scattering angles where the principal diffraction
peaks occur at values of Q • • 2v/D where m is an Integer and
D Is the thickness of a single Ft-Ge bilayer, but also at high
angles with peaks at multiples of 2x/A where d is the ?*(11O)
plane spacing.

If a beam of polarized neutrons of Intensity Iiat 0/tiere
± denotes the spin eigenstate of the beam) is Incident on a
thin film multibllayer where one of the film materials is
ferromagnetic with its magnetization aligned perpendicular
to Q, then two scattered intensities 1,+ and the
corresponding "flipping ratio" ft = I9+/Is_ can be
measured. According to the kinematic theory of diffraction
(where extinction is taken to be negligible), if Q Is
perpendicular to the plane of the multilayer films (and
fluctuations in bilayer thickness are neglected for now)., then

N

I (t, * fM3

(3)



where f̂ j and fMj are the nuclear and magnetic scattering
length densities, respectively, M Is the number of bilayers
and Zk Is the position of the jth atomic plane within a
bllayer (assuming the bllayer is composed of H discrete,
parallel atomic planes). By Maturing the integrated
intensities about each Q - a 2w/D and/or the diffraction
profile about Q - 2r/d at high angles* It Is possible to
determine, in principle, the Magnetization profile across the
thickness of the bllayer. For large enough K, however,
extinction effects can become significant, particularly for
the first order superlattic* peak and a dynamical theory of
diffraction Bust bit applied, for sufficiently small valueti of
Q where mirror reflection and refraction effects are
Important, the neutron Is treated as a plane wave incident
upon a layered but continuous medium.

Polarized neutron diffraction measurements were aade on a
number of Fe-Ge multilayer samples. In Fig. 5 the scattered
intensity is plotted versus Q for c multilayer ^
consisting of 609 thin film bllayers of Fe and Ce. Q is
perpendicular to the film planes and B * 1081. Seven
diffraction peaks with periodicity Q » m 3r,/D are shown
beginning with • - 1. The "ON" ("OFF") data points correspond
to Incident neutrons In the "t" ("-") spin elgenstate. The
fact th&t the flipping ratio R is not always >1 Implies chat
the magnetization is not constant across the thickness of the
bllayer. Both high- and low-angle polarizer! neutron
diffraction data were fitted to various models for the
structure factor. A consistent fit is obtained for a model
where each bllayer is composed of three distinct regions; the
first of pure amorphous Ce, the second of a random FeCe alloy
with the same structure and orientation as the pure bec Fe
which constitutes the third region. An Fe moment in the pure
Fe region has the full "bulk." moment While an Fe atom in the
FeCe alloy region has a diminished moment depending upon the
concentration of Ge about the Fe atom's location In the
layer. The Ge concentration is highest next to the pure Ce
region and decreases to zero adjacent to the pure Fe region.
It was therefore concluded that although a fraction of the Fe
atoms have a moment whose magnitude is reduced from that in
the.bulk, this reduction is due primarily to the
interdiffusion of Fe and Ge across the Interface of the thin
films which occurs during the deposition process. As shown in
Ref. 21, the flipping ratios of some of the higher-order
superlattice peaks can change by an order of magnitude or sore
for relatively small changes in the Fe moment in the
interfacial region. Thus it Is shown that polarized neutron
diffraction can be an extremely sensitive technique for
measuring such magnetization profiles.



Similar studies arc now underway Involving multibllayer
structures consisting of ferromagnetic and superconducting
thin films (e.g. Hi and V or Ni and nb) of various
thicknesses. The idea is to Investigate any Interaction
between the ferromagnetic and superconducting states which
are in spatial proximity to one another.
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Figure and Table Caption*

Fig. I Tht schematic on the right represents a triple axis
neutron spectrometer where the monochroaating crystal
M and the analyzer crystal A are also polarizers.
°0 » al» a2 >nd «3 are colllmations while S, F, and C
denote sample, flipper and detector respectively. As
shown, the sample is placed In a horizontal magnetic
field (HF) directed along the scattering vector Q.
The data on the left show aagnon cross sections for
Nl obtained by the technique described in the text.

Fig. 2 Evidence of ant1ferromagnetic spin waves (spin-flip
scattering) In solid Gfc as obtained using a polarized
beam triple axis spectrometer with polarization
analysis. After Stephens et al ..

Fig. 3 Measurement of magnetic scattering In Fe using
polarization analysis: (b) demonstrates the clear
separation of magnetic (ON) and nuclear (OFF) cross
sections while (C) is a plot of I (HF-VF) for flipper
ON (see Eq. 2). After Wicksted et al11.

Fig. 4 Scattering due to ferromagnetic correlations in "f
Iron. After Boni et a I1 .

Fig. 5 Polarized neutron diffraction scan of an Fa-Ge

multibilayer with Q perpendicular to the film planes
and to the magnetization. Seven diffraction peaks
with periodicity Q « m 2K /D are shown beginning with
• - 1 (D - 108A). The "ON" {"OFF") data points
correspond to Incident neutrons in the "+'" ("'-") spin
eigenstate. The fact that the flipping ratio ft as
defined in the text is not always >1 is Indicative of
the fact that the magnetization is not constant
across the thickness of the bllayer. After Majkrzak
et al/1

Table I. This table Illustrates how various cross sections
o~ can be obtained by taking the difference of aeasured
scattered intensities with an applied magnetic field
parallel and perpendicular to Q. u^si i s t h e nuclear spin
Incoherent cross section, o^c i s t h e nuclear coherent

cross section, a^ru is a cross term involving the product of

nuclear coherent amplitudes and the z-component of magnetic
amplitudes, and "u^- i» the magnetic scattering cross

section.



Table 1

IPJCIIF)

(VF)

Spin Flip

+ 2 _
3 *NSI

Non Spin

1
I N£

Flip

il * * tic

T "Ml*1 M/^W

Table I. This table illustrates how various cross sections
o can be obtained by taking the difference of Measured
scattered intensities Kith an applied Magnetic field
parallel and perpendicular to Q. °}JSI is tne nuclear spin
incoherent cross section, a^Q is the nuclear coherent

cross section, l.,is a cross tent involving the product of
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Fig. 1 The schematic on the right represents a triple axis
neutron spectrometer uhers the aonochroaating crystal
M and the analyzer crystal A are also polarizers.
°0* «1 1 «2 and a3 ar* colliaatlons while S, F, and C
denote saaple, Clipper and detector respectively. As
shown, che staple Is placed in a horizontal nagnetic
fi«ld (HF) directed along the scattering vector Q.
The data on the left show aagnon cross sections for
0UNi obtained by the technique described in the text.
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Fig. 5 Polarized neutron diffraction scan of an F*-Ce

•ultlbilayar with Q perpendicular to the fila planes
and to the Magnetization. Seven diffraction peaks
with periodicity Q • a 2>/0 are shown beginning with a
- I (D • 108*). The "ON" ("OFF") data points
correspond to incident neutrons in the "'*" {"-") spin
eigenstate. The fact that the flipping ratio R as
defined in the text Is not always >1 it indicative of
the fact that the Magnetization is not constant across
the thickness of the bilayer. After Majkrzak et al.21


